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Abstract In this paper, we present an extended particle
difference method for moving boundary (or interface) problems. The particle derivative approximation is further developed to approximate the Taylor polynomial with the moving
least squares method through completely node-wise computations. The discontinuity (or singularity) in the derivative
field and the kinetic relation of the interfacial physics are
effectively immersed into the particle derivative approximation. The segmented points that discretize the moving interface are consecutively updated in an explicit manner to track
the evolution of the moving interface topology. Discretized
difference equations for the governing equations are directly
constructed at the nodes and the segmented points of the computational domain and the moving interface, respectively.
Assemblage of the discretized difference equations yields
a linear algebraic system of equations that provides efficient and stable solution procedure for a strong formulation.
Numerical examples demonstrate that this method achieves
excellent accuracy and efficiency for moving boundary problems.
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1 Introduction
The Stefan problem is one of well-known moving boundary
(or interface) problems in which the location of the interface
between two different phases and the temperature field are
primary unknowns of the problem. During the phase transformation between liquid and solid states, its boundary (or
interface) moves to equilibrate the heat flux between these
two different phases. In this problem, the governing equations consist of the energy conservation and the interfacial
kinetic equations. The interfacial kinetic equation describes
the relation between the jump of the heat flux and the normal
speed of the moving interface. In general, numerical methods for this type of problems require an iterative solution
procedure because the normal speed and the position of the
interface are the part of the solutions. The robust tracking
of the moving interface topology is also required since the
topology of the interface is evolving in time and space during
the analysis. Therefore, a numerical method equipped with
an efficient scheme that can naturally represent singularity
of the interface along with its evolution through an iterative
solution algorithm is vital for the successful computation of
the Stefan problem. However, for the robust computations of
the problem, the convenience of moving interface modeling
is also of great importance in addition to the efficiency of
the computation; here, the efficiency refers to the feasibility
of the overall computation and the discretization of the governing equations while as, the convenience mostly indicates
the easiness of updating geometry of the moving interface
during the computation.
It is also clear that modeling moving interface independent
from the initial mesh or grid topology is advantageous for this
type of problems since moving interface could be entangled
with the pre-existing initial mesh or grid, and proper modeling of the interface may cause another difficulty in computa-
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tional geometry. In the conventional finite element method,
the mesh structure is required not only for the discretization of
the computational domain but also for the numerical integration of the weak form. In order to completely avoid the use of
mesh, we may need to remove the requirement of the weak
form for the computation, and devise a new approach that
can directly solve the governing partial differential equations
(PDEs) with the strong formulation. To effectively address
these issues, unlike most of conventional grid or mesh-based
numerical methods for solving the weak form, strong formbased point collocation methods can be a good alternative.
However, in this case, computations of high order derivative functions are required and these computations are quite
burdensome tasks in actual computation; also, the accuracy
is not generally guaranteed. In other words, if a new strong
form-based node-wise computation scheme could accurately
and efficiently provide the solution field and its high order
derivatives with appropriate treatment of the singularity and
geometry of the moving interface, the method could open up
whole new vistas in the computation of this type of problems.
For last decades, several analytic and numerical
approaches have been developed in order to provide the solutions of various moving interface problems. For example,
Rathjen and Jiji [1] presented an analytical solution for two
dimensional solidification problem which has a free boundary. The solution is characterized by the similarity in scaled
spatial variables; the final form of the solution is a product of
complicate nonlinear singular integro-differential equations.
Interestingly, in this analytical approach, the heat of solidification was treated as a moving heat source where the finite
difference scheme was combined with the analytical solution
to reduce complicate computational procedures. Lazaridis
[2] numerically solved the solidification (or melting) problem with an explicit finite difference discretization scheme
based on the similarity method. In fact, deriving difference
schemes in the vicinity of the interface that provokes singularities in the solution has been a major obstacle for the finite
difference method (FDM)-based approaches.
As a remedy for this, the immersed boundary method
(IBM) [3] was developed within the context of the FDM;
Tu and Peskin [3] simulated the blood flow in the human
heart by considering a singular source as a Dirac’s delta function. However, in this method, the Dirac’s delta function is
directly discretized with a distribution function to distribute the heat source due to liberation or absorption of latent
heat at the interface over grid points nearest the interface.
As an improved version of the IBM, the immersed interface method (IIM) [4] was proposed. In the IIM, the interface condition was immersed into the difference equation by
relating the truncation error of the Taylor series and the geometrical information of the interface in the vicinity of the
interface. Although this immersion process effectively transforms the layered singularity into the known terms of the
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difference equation, this approach quite complicates the difference equation due to a great deal of grid geometry involving calculations.
The level set method was first developed by Osher and
Sethian [5] to track arbitrary interfaces in computational
graphics problem. The level set method consists of partial
differential equation that needs to be numerically solved
with the finite difference scheme on a given Cartesian grid.
It enables the method to perform numerical computations
involving curves and surfaces on a fixed grid without parameterizing moving object. In the level set method, the isozero level set curve moves along the normal direction with a
given speed so that the level set equation is satisfied at each
simulation step. Chen et al. [6] applied the level set method
to dendritic solidification problem such that the method consists of an implicit finite difference scheme for solving the
heat equation and a level set approach for capturing the interface between solid and liquid phases of a pure substance; for
detail, one can refer to Sethian and James [7] and Osher et al.
[8]. A hybrid approach which combines the IIM with a fast
level set method [9] was also developed by Hou et al. [10] to
elevate the efficiency in solving Hele-Shaw flow problem.
Unverdi and Tryggvason [11] developed the front tracking
method for the simulation of unsteady incompressible multiphase fluid flow problems such as the simulation of rising
bubbles. In this problem, the Navier–Stokes equations were
solved on a stationary finite difference grid and the moving
interface was explicitly tracked by an additional grid; in this
approach, no special difference formulas are needed near the
interface. Juric and Tryggvason [12] proposed a front tracking method to simulate the dendritic solidification problem.
Based on the second-order central difference scheme for the
spatial variable and the first-order forward Euler time integration method, this approach makes use of the idea of the IBM
to transfer information between the interface and temperature grids; later on, this method also used to solve material
discontinuity problems with an indicator function.
Rolph III and Bathe [13] presented a finite element algorithm for the analysis of nonlinear heat transfer with phase
changes, using relatively coarse mesh and a large time step.
The algorithm is based on iterating with both the enthalpy and
the heat flow in the phase transition region; it utilizes the heat
flow vector constructed from the latent heat flow vector. Almgren [14] developed a variational formulation for dendritic
solidification. The formulation emphasizes mobility playing
a role of producing the shapes of interfaces, and takes a quite
different form from the conventional finite element formulation. An r -adaptive moving mesh finite element method was
developed for the numerical solution of an enthalpy formulation of two dimensional heat conduction problems with a
phase change [15], where a regularization, which applies the
standard Galerkin finite element discretization instead of the
up-winding scheme and a moving mesh approach [16], is
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adopted to avoid large gradients in the enthalpy, facilitating
the consecutive mesh adaptation. To analyze the Stefan problem, a finite element formulation, which modifies the phase
field formulation and computes both the phase field and the
temperature, was introduced by Belhamadia et al. [17]. In
this approach, an anisotropic mesh adaptation was used with
a hierarchical error estimator.
There have been several noticeable attempts to associate
the singular solution with the finite element approximation
via the moving least squares method. Benzley [18] and Gifford and Hilton [19] proposed method that can interpolate
discontinuous displacement fields including the stress intensity factors to interpolate the near-tip field within the framework of the finite element approximation. However, they
did not draw much attention because the method was not
extended to practical fracture problems such as fatigue crack
growth and dynamic crack propagation problems. More
recently, the extended finite element method (XFEM) was
developed for various discontinuity problems [20–25] using
the function enrichment scheme based on the partition of
unity concept [26,27]; as a variant of the XFEM, the phantom nodes method [28–31] and the cracking node method
[32] were also developed. The XFEM has been recognized
as a highly effective numerical scheme for moving interface problems since the XFEM strategically embeds the discontinuity (or singularity) into the finite element approximation. However, the XFEM still possesses inconveniency
regarding numerical integration of the cell (or finite element) cut by discontinuity. Note that the modification of
integration cell deteriorates the advantages coming from the
exemption of remeshing. The XFEM combined with the
level set method was presented by Duddu et al. [33] to simulate the biofilm growth without remeshing, in which the
discontinuous-derivative enrichment of the standard finite
element approximation was adopted to avoid coincidence
between the finite element mesh and the biofilm-fluid interface. A general review on the XFEM applied to solve the
Stefan problem, which describes the first-order phase transitions, was presented by Salvatori and Tosi [34]; although they
studied various numerical aspects such as spatial and temporal discretizations, interface condition enforcement, and
blending element treatment, their study was mostly limited
to one dimensional cases. Dolbow and Harari [35] proposed
a stabilized finite element method for embedded interface
problems; the method weakly imposes the interface condition and takes the Nitsche technique for stabilization. Given
that the method is based on the XFEM framework, the finite
element mesh does not need be aligned with the interface.
However, in spite of excellence in the treatment of discontinuity within the context of the mesh or finite elements, these
approaches require additional interfacial boundary tracking
scheme such as the level set method to solve the moving
boundary problem [50]. In fact, the accurate boundary track-
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ing scheme [36,37] often considerably complicates the formalism. Note that the same difficulty also occurred in the
aforementioned finite difference based numerical schemes
such as the IBM and IIM.
In this paper, a novel numerical method is proposed to
efficiently solve the moving boundary problem without adhoc boundary tracking scheme. The method is named the
extended particle difference method (EPDM). Total system
of equations is strongly formulated based on the governing
PDEs as in the FDM or in the point collocation method. However, the high order derivative functions are easily obtained
from the particle derivative approximation which approximates the Taylor polynomial with the moving least squares
method based on completely node-wise computations. For
the discretization, stationary Eulerian nodes are used for the
interior and boundary of the computational domain but the
moving Lagrangian points are used for the moving interface; henceforth, we will refer to the Eulerian nodes and
the Lagrangian points as nodes and points, respectively. One
of the notable features of this method is that the boundary
tracking scheme such as the level set method is not required
since the kinetics of the moving boundary are generically
immersed into the particle derivative approximation; note
that the conventional numerical schemes inevitably demand
the use of additional boundary tracking scheme such as
the level set method. Also, since the node-wise computation is completely retained during the entire computations of
the EPDM, this method appears as a very efficient particle
method that effectively combines the biggest advantages of
the particle method and the FDM; i.e. combining the nodewise computation and the strong formulation.

2 Stefan problem
Let us consider a moving boundary problem such as melting
of an ice. The melting (or fusion) boundary evolves according
to the kinetic relation between the normal speed of the interface and the jump in heat flux that describes a sudden increase
of enthalpy in the system. Since both solid and liquid phases
exist in the same computational domain, it is necessary to
decompose the entire domain  so that  is partitioned into
a solid phase region + , a liquid phase region − , and the
interface  between these two different phases as shown in
Fig. 1; note that + ∪ − =  and + ∩ − = φ.
For the Stefan problem, the energy conservation equation
is given by
ρ

∂
(cu(x, t)) = ∇ · (k∇u(x, t)) + f (x, t) in 
∂t

(1)

where c is the specific heat, κ is the thermal conductivity, ρ is
the density and f is the heat source. In this study, the density
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where n is the outward normal to , u + (x, t) and u − (x, t)
denote the limit values toward the interface, ū f (x, t) is the
melting (or freezing) temperature of water, L is the latent
heat for the phase change, and v(x, t) is the normal speed of
the interface movements. Note that Eq. (5) implies no jump
in the temperature field across , and Eq. (6) describes the
kinetics of the interface movements in terms of the normal
jump of heat flux and the normal speed of moving interface.

3 Extended particle derivative approximation for
moving interface physics
Fig. 1 Nomenclature of the Stefan problem

is taken to be the same for both phases by ignoring material
transport due to the volume change during the phase transformation process. The initial condition of the temperature
field is given by
u (x, t = 0) = ū 0 (x) on x ∈ 

(2)

ū 0 (x)

is the initial temperature of the domain. The
where
boundary conditions for the essential boundary ∂u and the
natural boundary ∂q are respectively given by
u(x, t) = ū(x, t) on x ∈ ∂u

(3)

− k∇u(x, t) · n = q̄(x, t) on x ∈ ∂q

(4)

where ū(x, t) and q̄(x, t) denote the prescribed temperature
and the normal heat flux, respectively; n is the outward normal to ∂q . Note that ∂u ∪∂q = ∂ and ∂u ∩∂q = φ
are also preserved. The interface conditions on the moving
boundary  are given by
u + (x, t) = u − (x, t) = ū f (x, t) on x ∈ 

(5)

[[q(x, t)]] = [[−k∇u(x, t) · n ]] = −Lv(x, t) on x ∈ 
(6)

∂Ω q

In the moving interface problem, the interface conditions usually lead discontinuities or singularities into the solution and
its derivatives fields. To further explain the approximations
of the solution and its derivative fields in terms of the particle
derivative approximation, let us consider a singular domain
 S near the moving interface ; see Fig. 2. The singular
domain  S can be more specifically defined as
 S = {x ∈ |dist (x, ) < ρx }

where dist (x, ) denotes the distance between a material
point x to the interface , and ρx is the size of the influence domain at the material point x; i.e. when the domain of
influence of a node at x is intersected by the interface , x is
considered to belong to the singular domain  S . The regular
domain is subsequently defined by taking the remaining part
of the domain as below
 R = \ S .

(8)

Note that  R ∪  S =  and  R ∩  S = 0.
The solution field for  can be approximated by the regular solution field u R (x, t) in  R and the singular solution
field u S (x, t) in  S . The standard particle derivative approximation can reproduce any given regular (or continuous) solution field in  R up to the order of consistency of the Taylor

n

ΩS

nΓ

Ω+
Liquid
phase
(Water)

Ω−

Solid
phase
(Ice)

ΩR

Γ
Interface between
solid and liquid phases

ΩR

ρx

x

Solid
phase
(Ice)

∂Ω u
Fig. 2 Decomposition of the domain  into the singular domain  S and the regular domain  R
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(x − y)α K
(x − y)α1
,··· ,
α1 !
αK !

polynomial. However, additional smoothness is required to
approximate the solution for interfacial singularity. For the
approximation of the singular solution field u S (x, t) in  S ,
we decompose the approximated solution into the continuous
and discontinuous parts as shown in Eq. (9).

T
pm
(x; y) :=

⎧ R
on x ∈  R
⎨ u (x, t) = u cont (x, t)
S
cont
u (x, t) = u (x, t) = u
(x, t)
⎩
+ u disc (x, t) on x ∈  S

⎞
α
Dx 1 u cont (y, t)
⎟
⎜
..
a (y, t) = ⎝
⎠
.
α K cont
Dx u
(y, t)

(9)

3.1 Particle derivative approximation for the regular
function: approximation of continuous solution fields
The multi-index notion is exclusively used throughout the
paper for convenience. The α − th power of an n dimensional
real vector,x ∈ Rn is defined by
α

α

(10)

n
αi . The α−th order
where α = (α1 , . . . , αn ) and |α| = i=1
derivative of a differentiable function f (x) with respect to x
is written as
Dxα f (x) :=

∂ |α| f (x)
α
α
∂ x1 1 . . . ∂ xn n

(11)

where Dxα is the α-th order partial differential operator with
respect to x.
For a given regular (or differentiable) function u R (x) ∈
m
C ( R ), let us consider the multivariable Taylor theorem.
Collecting the terms of the Taylor series up to the order of m
yields the following Taylor polynomial:
u R (x; y, t) = u cont (x; y, t)
 (x − y)α
Dxα u cont (y, t)
=
α!
|α|≤m

T
= pm
(x; y) a (y, t) on y ∈  R

where α1 = (0, . . . , 0) and α K = (0, . . . , m),and the derivative coefficient vector takes the form of
⎛

In the following sections, after we initially describe key concepts in the standard particle derivative approximation for
the approximation of the regular fields u R (x, t) in  R , we
will subsequently describe the extended particle derivative
approximation for the approximation of the singular fields
u S (x, t) in  S .

xα :=x1 1 x2 2 · · · xnαn

(13)

(12)

where α! is the factorial
n in the multi-index notation which
αi and y is a local center at which
is defined by α!:= i=1
the Taylor polynomial is expanded; m denotes the order of
consistency of the Taylor polynomial. As stated in Eq. (12),
the Taylor polynomial consists of a vector of the complete
polynomials up to the order of m and corresponding derivative coefficient vector a. The polynomial vector is written
by

(14)

In Eqs. (13) and (14), the length of pm (x; y) and a (y, t) is
given by K = (n+m)!
n!m! . From the definition of the Taylor polynomial, each component of a (y, t) can be considered as the
derivative approximation for u R (x, t) at the local center y.
From the definition of the Taylor polynomial, each component of a (y, t) can be considered as the derivative approximation of u R (x, t) at the local center y. Assuming that this
derivation is properly computed, the derivative approximation is expected to well approximate the derivative of the original function. Note that the mathematical validity of this particle derivative approximation results from the consistency of
the Taylor polynomial expanded by the moving least squares
method.
In order to compute the derivative coefficients, the
weighted residual functional is constructed as follows


xI − y  T
pm (x I ; y) a (y, t)
ρ
I =1
2
−u cont
(y, t)
on y ∈  R
(15)
I


where w x Iρ−y is the weight function with a compact support size of ρ, N is the number of nodes covered by the support
(y, t) is the nodal solution
of the weight function, and u cont
I
of the node I related to the local center y at time t that is
to be found through the solution procedure; this unknown
nodal solution is associated with the derivative approximation through the residual functional. Note that the support
radius of the weight function, i.e. ρ in Eq. (15), is associated with the moving least squares method and designates
the size of the influence domain within which the Taylor
polynomial is expanded. In this study, we used the variable support radius approach [38] for the computation of ρ.
The number of the nodes involved in the Taylor polynomial
should fall into the proper range regardless of the node density or the position of the local center; the upper and lower
bounds of the number of nodes are related to the computational efficiency and the invertibility of the moment matrix,
respectively. Maintaining a regular number of included nodes
might affect the resolution of the derivative approximation.
We also would like to emphasize that within the context of
the EPDM, u I is the nodal solution of the PDE unlike the
conventional meshfree methods [39–41]. This difference is
J (a) :=

N


w
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due to the constraint formulation in the conventional meshfree methods; recall that the test function of the conventional meshfree methods does not satisfy the ‘Kronecker delta
property’.
Minimizing residual functional with respect to a(y, t) and
substituting x for y yield the derivative coefficient vector conα
α
taining Dx 1 u cont (x, t) , . . . , Dx K u cont (x, t). Then a(y, t)
can be further expressed in the matrix form as following

a (x, t) =


N 
−1

xI − x
T
pm (x I ; x) w
pm
(x I ; x)
ρ
I =1
 
x1 − x
pm (x1 ; x) , . . . ,
× w
(16)
ρ
⎛ cont
⎞
u 1 (x, t)

xN − x
⎜
⎟
w
pm (x N ; x) · ⎝ ...
⎠
ρ
(x,
t)
u cont
N

In Eq. (16), the substitution of x for y always holds because
the particle derivative approximation is constructed at the
local center y where the derivative computation is needed. In
this case, the accuracy of the derivative approximation will
be always retained. Note that the weight function can take an
arbitrary form as long as it has a peak at the center of the node
and smoothly vanishes outside of the support radius because
the EPDM does not require differentiation of any function in
the derivative calculation.
The particle derivative approximations obtained from
Eq. (16) could provide quite accurate approximations of
the derivative function of u R (x, t), justifying the following
expression:
lim Dxα u R (x; y, t) ∼
= Dxα u R (x, t) .

(17)

y→x

(0,0)

For example, in the two dimensional case, Dx u R (x, t)
(0,2)
and Dx u R (x, t) provide the approximations for u R (x, t)
and u R , yy (x, t), respectively. Throughout these procedures,
the derivative approximations up to the order of consistency
of the Taylor polynomial are obtained without burdensome
differentiation of the approximation function. The accuracy
of the particle derivative approximation inherently depends
on the error generated by both the truncation of the Taylor series and the moving least squares procedure that minimizes the weighted residual functional involving the stationary condition of Eq. (15). The higher the order of the
polynomial vector increases, the closer the particle derivative
approximations approach the exact derivatives of the original
function.
The derivative coefficient vector can be rewritten in terms
of the generalized shape functions as follows
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⎞ ⎛ [α1 ]
⎞
α
1]
1 (x) , · · · , [α
Dx 1 u R (x; x, t)
N (x)
⎟ ⎜ ..
⎟
⎜
..
..
..
⎠=⎝ .
⎠
⎝
.
.
.
αL R
[α
]
[α
]
L
L
Dx u (x; x, t)
1 (x) , · · · ,  N (x)
⎛ cont
⎞
u 1 (x, t)
⎜
⎟
· ⎝ ...
(18)
⎠
⎛

u cont
N (x, t)

where [α]
I (x) is the α-th derivative of the shape function
for node I constructed at x. The α-th row of the generalized
shape function matrix gives the α-th derivatives of the shape
function for neighbor nodes numbered from 1 to N, yielding
the following useful expression:
Dxα u R (x; x, t) :=

N


cont
[α]
(x, t).
I (x) u I

(19)

I =1

In Eq. (19), it should be noted that [α]
I (x) is not the full
[0]
(or exact) derivative function of  I (x) but the derivative
approximation of Dxα [0]
I (x).
Here, we would like to make remarks on the key idea and
the relative competitiveness of the particle derivative approximation. The key idea of the particle derivative approximation stems from the construction of the Taylor series by the
moving least squares method. In general, for a differentiable
function, expending Taylor series requires a priori knowledge of the derivatives of the given function up to the order
of consistency. The unknown coefficient vector of the Taylor polynomial contains the information about the derivatives
of the given function. Although the derivatives are unknown
until the numerical solution for the governing equations are
obtained, the moving least squares method associates the
Taylor expansion with the nodal solution. Therefore, the
process of expanding the Taylor polynomial is equivalent to
the process of constructing the unknown coefficient vector
or the particle derivative approximation. The competitiveness of the particle derivative approximation is based on the
mathematical robustness of the Taylor polynomial expanded
by the moving least squares method. The first row of the
generalized shape function matrix is the same as the shape
functions found in the conventional meshfree methods like
the element-free Galerkin method [39]. In the conventional
meshfree methods, the other rows are usually discarded in
derivative computations; instead, the derivative of the shape
function has been obtained by the exact differentiation of
the shape function. On the other hand, Li and Liu [42] proposed a reproducing kernel based on the hierarchical partition of unity concept to improve the resolution of the meshfree approximations, which employed the other rows of the
generalized shape function matrix to some extent. Owing to
the exemption of exact differentiation of the approximation
function, the speed of derivative computation is dramatically
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increased compared to the conventional meshfree methods.
Furthermore, unlike the FDM, the particle derivative approximation can provide the interpolant for a given function up
to the order of consistency; i.e. the derivatives of the solution are easily computable at any arbitrary point inside of the
domain by using the nodal solution and the particle derivative approximation. More details about the properties of the
particle derivative approximation can be referred to Yoon and
Song [43].

and a normal vector map is given by
n (y, t) :=

y − y (t)
y − y (t)

(21)

Note that the projection map y varies according to the simulation time t due to the evolution of the interface during
the phase transformation process. The tangent hyperplane
function [44,49] is then defined as
Hy (x, t) = n (y, t) · (x − y (t))

3.2 Extended particle derivative approximation for the
singular function: approximation of the normal
derivative jump with the wedge function
When we consider an ice melting problem, the gradient of
temperature exhibits a discontinuity across the melting (or
fusion) interface along which the phase transformation from
solid to liquid phase occurs. Once the phase transformation
takes place along the interface, though the temperature field
keeps preserving its continuity across the interface, the heat
flux jump emerges. Also, the topology of the interface evolves
according to the kinetic relation between the heat flux jump
and the moving boundary velocity. To properly consider these
phenomena, a numerical scheme is necessarily required to
treat not only the interfacial singularity but also the topology
change of the moving boundary. Thus, it is crucial to devise
a well-designed discontinuity approximation scheme that is
suitable for the strong formulation based on completely nodewise computation.
Let us consider a projection map to the moving interface
 that maps a local center y to the closest point y on the
interface as shown in Fig. 3.
In this case, the closest point y is defined as
y (t):= pr oj y ∈ 

(22)

Note that Hy is only a function of x at a given time t; i.e.
Hy is not a function of y after being defined from y (t)
and n (y, t) for the local center y. The computed value of
Hy is the signed distance from x to the tangential line, i.e.
Hy (x, t) = 0, passing through y (t). In the computation of
the particle derivative approximation, this tangential line will
substitute for the exact geometry of the interface such that all
of the neighbor nodes within the domain of influence of y use
the same normal vector. By doing so, the burdensome high
order differentiation regarding the normal vector map or the
projection map can be effectively alleviated, and computational effort can be considerably reduced. In fact, this process
makes the particle derivative approximation quite different
from the IIM treating the geometrical information near the
singular interface.
In this study, in order to model the jump in the temperature
gradient field, a wedge function by , which is equivalent to the
tangent hyperplane function in Eq. (22), is defined as
by (x, t) = n (y, t) · (x − y (t)) .

(23)

Figure 4 illustrates the wedge function by (x, t). As discussed
in Yoon and Song [43], the wedge function can be obtained

(20)
Tangent hyperplane
H Γ (y, t ) = 0

Tangent hyperplane

H y (x, t ) = 0
Projection point

Interface

Projection point

x

y Γ (t )

Γ

y Γ (t )

n Γ (y, t )

H y (x, t )
by ( x, t )

n Γ (y, t )

y

Local center

Wedge function

x

y
Local center

Fig. 3 Nomenclature of the projection map and the tangent hyperplane
function

Γ

Interface

Fig. 4 Schematic of the wedge function by (x, t)
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by integrating a sign function; i.e. taking the normal derivative of the wedge function yields the sign function. In the
Stefan problem, y (t) evolves with respect to time since the
evolution of the fusion (or melting) boundary is driven by
the heat flux kinetics given in Eq. (6). Therefore, the wedge
function needs to be also updated at every time step during
the computation since the geometry and location of interface
will be changed due to the interfacial kinetics. The derivative calculation of the wedge function is quite simple since
y (t) and n (y, t) are not the functions of x. The first order
derivatives are readily given as following


Dxα by (x, t) = sign by (x, t) (n (y, t))α with |α| = 1
(24)
where sign (·) takes the signed unit value of the function.
Note that in this case, the second or the higher order derivatives of by (x, t)naturally vanishes and the energy conservation equation, which takes the form of the second order
parabolic PDE, can be easily discretized.
In the singular domain  S , the extended particle derivative
approximation is used to reproduce singular field u S (x; y, t).
As we stated in Eq. (9), the singular field is initially decomposed into the continuous field u cont (x; y, t) and the discontinuous field u disc (x; y, t) that is represented with the wedge
function by (x, t) as in Eq. (24).
u S (x; y, t) = u cont (x; y, t) + βby (x, t) on y ∈  S \
  
u disc (x;y,t)

(25)
where β is the magnitude of the jump in the derivative field.
Taking the directional derivative jump of the singular approximation manifests the meaning of the wedge strength:


∂u S (x; y, t)
∂n (y, t)







=β

∂by (x, t)
∂n (y, t)




= 2β

(26)

where [·]] denotes the directional difference on the both side
of ; i.e. [ f (x)]] = lim | f (x + ε) − f (x − ε)| on x ∈ .

extended particle derivative approximation that will be subsequently described in next section. The accuracy of the
singular approximation depends on the sharpness of wedge
extraction as well as the order of consistency of the Taylor polynomial[49]; note that the sharpness of the extraction
relies on the regularity of the wedge function and the consistency stands for the order of polynomial vector. In this
study, we adopted a linear function as the simplest form of
the wedge function for computational efficiency. However,
if it is necessary, other form with an elevated regularity can
be readily used.
The Taylor polynomial is intended to approximate the nonsingular, i.e. continuous, part of the solution fields, and the
weighted residual functional for the singular approximation
can be defined as

N

xI − y  T
pm (x I ; y) a (y, t)
w
J (a) :=
ρy
I =1
2
−u cont
(y, t)
on y ∈  S
(28)
I
where the continuous part of nodal solution u cont
is given as
I
u cont
(y, t) = u SI (y, t) − u disc
(y, t)
I
I
 
1 ∂u
= u SI (y, t) −
by (x I , t)
2 ∂n y

where u SI (y, t) is the nodal solution in the singular region
including continuous and discontinuous solution fields, and
by (x I , t) is the nodal value of the wedge function that is
used to represent jump in the solution field. The sharpness of
wedge extraction is determined at the node level, affecting the
refinement of u cont
(y, t). The procedure determining a (y, t)
I
is the same as the approximation of the regular function.
The stationary condition of the weighted residual functional
yields
⎛

⎞
u cont
1 (y, t)
⎜
⎟
a (y, t) = M−1 (y) B (y) · ⎝ ...
⎠

1
T
u S (x; y, t) = pm
(x; y) a (y, t) +


 2

u cont (x;y,t)



∂u
∂n


by (x, t)
y









∂u s (x;y,t)
∂n (y,t) 

is replaced with the normal derivative
 ∂u 
which will play a key role
jump of the solution, i.e. ∂n
y
in integrating the kinetics of the fusion boundary into the
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where M (y) and B (y) are the same as the regular case. Then
substituting x for y in Eq. (30) gives the following particle
derivative approximation
⎞
⎛ α1 cont
Dx u
(x; x, t)
⎟
⎜
..
a (x, t) = ⎝
⎠
.
α

u disc (x;y,t)

(27)
where

(30)

u cont
N (y, t)

ε→0

In Eq. (26), the normal derivative jump of by (x, t) has the
magnitude of 2. Then, the singular approximation can be
rewritten as

(29)

⎛

Dx L u cont (x; x, t)

⎞ ⎛ cont
⎞
1]
1[α1 ] (x) , · · · , [α
u 1 (x, t)
N (x)
⎜
⎟ ⎜ ..
⎟
..
..
= ⎝ ...
⎠ · ⎝.
⎠.
.
.
cont
[α L ]
[α L ]
u N (x, t)
1 (x) , · · · ,  N (x)
(31)
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N Jn (ξ )

Therefore, the singular particle derivative approximation can
be written as
⎛ α1 S
⎞ ⎛ α1 cont
⎞
Dx u
Dx u (x; x, t)
(x; x, t)
⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
..
..
⎝
⎠=⎝
⎠
.
.
α

Dx L u cont (x; x, t)
⎛ α1 disc
⎞
Dx u
(x, t)
⎜
⎟
..
+⎝
⎠
.

ξ

Projection
point

vJn −1

Dx L u disc (x, t)

α

⎞

α

Dx L u cont (x; x, t)
⎞
⎛ α1
Dx by (x, t)
 
1 ∂u
⎟
⎜
..
+
⎠
⎝
.
2 ∂n y
αL
Dx by (x, t)
(32)

More simply, the singular particle derivative approximation
can be expressed as
N


cont
[α]
(x, t) +
I (x) u I

I =1


Dxα bx (x, t) −

N


1
2



vJn + 2

Local center

Dx 1 u cont (x; x, t)
⎟
⎜
..
=⎝
⎠
.

Dxα u S (x; x, t) =

Γ

vJn +1

y

α

⎛

Interface

y Γ (t )

vJn

α

Dx L u S (x; x, t)

N Jn+1 (ξ )

∂u
∂n


x



[α]
I (x) bx (x I , t)

I =1

(33)
More details of the extended particle derivative approximation for singular function fields which have various types of
discontinuities can be found in Yoon and Song [43,51].

Fig. 5 Discretization of the moving interface based on line segmentation; a linear interpolation is used to approximate the magnitudes of
normal speed

multiplicatively composed function. i.e. f (x)g(x), across the
interface 
[[ f g]] = [[ f ]] g

In general, the implementation of the interface tracking
scheme such as the level set method provokes burdensome
computational effort for moving interface problems; it may
also degenerate the accuracy of the numerical solution at
times. For instance, the level set equation, which is a form
of the hyperbolic PDE, is hard to handle since the level set
curve should be periodically reinitialized to yield a sharp discontinuous solution. In this study, to alleviate this difficulty,
we immersed the kinetic relation of the moving interface into
the extended particle approximation.
The movement, i.e. kinetics, of fusion boundary is mainly
driven by the normal jump in the heat flux of two different
phases along the interface. Thus, as stated in Eq. (6), the
normal jump in heat flux can be used to describe the normal
speed of moving interface. For this purpose, here, we first
present a useful rule for the computation of the jump of a

+ f



(34)

[[g]]

The kinetic condition for the fusion boundary can be rewritten
in the following form:

!

∂u
∂u
κ
= [κ]]
+ κ
∂n 
∂n 




∂u
∂n




= Lv

(35)

where the bracket ·  denotes the average value on both
sides of , i.e. f (x)  = lim | f (x+ε)+2 f (x−ε)| on x ∈ .
ε→0

For ice melting problem, [[κ]] = 0 and κ  = κ across the
interface , the normal derivative jump of the temperature
field can be related with the kinetics of fusion boundary as
follows


3.3 Immersion of the moving boundary kinetics into the
extended particle derivative approximation



∂u
∂n




=

Lv
κ

(36)

Note that Eq. (36) can be readily inserted into the singular
particle derivative approximation in Eq. (33) sincethenor∂u
mal derivative jump of the temperature field, i.e. ∂n
is

included in Eq. (33) as an unknown. If we further consider a
discretization of the moving interface with a local coordinate
parallel to the line segment as shown in Fig. 5, the normal
speed in Eq. (36) can be easily be interpolated within the
segment.
When a line segment-wise local coordinate is adopted, the
interpolated normal speed can be expressed as
v (ξ, t) =

2


N J (ξ ) v J (t)

(37)

J =1

where ξ is the local coordinate of the projection point on the
segment and v J (t) is the normal speed at the segmental point
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J at time t; Fig. 5 illustrates the segmentation of the interface using a linear interpolation. With Eq. (37), the extended
particle derivative approximation can be further derived by
inserting the kinetics of the fusion boundary into Eq. (33),
and then the final form of the extended particle derivative
approximation is given by
 [α]
 I (x)u nI (x, t)
Dxα u S (x; x, t) =
I

L
+
2κ



2



N Jn

(x ) v nJ (t)

[α]

(x, t)

J =1

(38)
where x is the projection point of x onto the segmented interface and the generalized singular shape function [α] (x, t)
is written as
[α]

(x, t) = Dxα bx (x, t) −



[α]
I (x)bx (x I , t).

(39)

I

It can be noticed that the generalized singular shape function
consists of the full (or exact) derivative of the wedge function
and the interpolation of the nodal values of the wedge function based on the generalized regular shape function. Thus,
the extended particle derivative approximation contains not
only the nodal solution but also normal speed of interface.
Because of the interfacial unknown, an additional difference
equation needs to be set up from the condition describing
the temperature of the phase transformation given in Eq. (5),
which implies the continuity of the temperature field. The
normal speed is obtained as a part of the numerical solution
from solving the discrete system of equations. Note that the
extended particle derivative approximation given in Eq. (38)
takes a unique form because the kinetic relation is already
immersed into the derivative approximation.

4 Discretization of the Stefan problem
4.1 Explicit update of the geometry of the moving boundary
In the computation of the Stefan problem, consecutive
updates of the moving boundary geometry is essential. It is
possible to update the position of the moving boundary with
either an explicit or an implicit scheme; the latter inevitably
involves an iterative solution procedure. In this study, the
position of moving boundary is explicitly updated in terms
of the computed normal speed as following
s n+1 (t) = s n (t) +

t · v n (t)

(40)

where v n (t) is the normal speed of the segmental points of
the moving boundary at the time step n + 1. Note that if
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v n+1 (t) is used
s n+1 (t) = s n (t) +

t · v n+1 (t)

(41)

then the update yields an implicit scheme because v n+1 (t)
is also unknown at the n+1 time step. Now to solve both the
nodal solution and the normal speed at the same time, this
requires an iterative nonlinear solution procedure. Therefore,
in this study, the explicit update given in Eq. (40) is used for
numerical efficiency as long as the accuracy of numerical
solution is acceptable.
4.2 Regularization of the moving interfacial geometry
As described in the previous section, the interface is modeled
with a series of line segments. Defining the normal vector on
the line segments might be ambiguous in the practical implementation because severe topological change could occur
in the Lagrangian segmentation at times due to an abrupt
change in the position of convex or concave segmental points.
Although the segmented points are initially evenly spaced,
the spacing is likely to become irregular during the simulation; the smoothness of interfacial geometry breaks down
and sometimes segmented points may tangle up. Such a situation makes the definition of normal vector difficult and
might deteriorate the accuracy of the computation. The construction of the wedge function is based on a locating process
of the projection point of a sampling point and the normal
vector.
When the projection point falls on a segment line, the
normal vector is derived by the projection map with quite
simple vector operations. However, when the projection point
coincides with a segmental point, the normal vector used
to be determined by rotating 90 degrees the corresponding
segment line or by dividing the angle between the adjacent
segments meeting at the segmental point. However, for the
case when the lengths of line segments become irregular due
to the uneven movement of fusion boundary, this algorithm
no longer holds. In this study, the normal vector is defined by
the unit vector that is connecting center points of two adjacent
segment lines as shown in Fig. 6; we will subsequently show
the adequacy of this approach with numerical examples.
If the time step size t is too big, when the moving boundary marches with a concave shape, the segmented points
might advance beyond the curvature radius; i.e. the marching algorithm loses the stability due to the overlapping of
segmented points and keeping the interval between the segmented points within a proper range becomes difficult due
to the excessive change in curvature. To preserve the regularity of the interface geometry, we control the amount of
segmented point movement within the radius of curvature
through a strategic choice of t. Here, a special technique
that adjusts the interval in a proper range at each time step is
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which corrects the position of x J by using d JJ −1 = x J −x J −1
+1
and d JJ −1
= x J +1 −x J −1 . Also, the projection Projd J +1 d JJ −1
J −1
is defined as follows


+1
d JJ −1 · d JJ −1
+1
J
.
(44)
Projd J +1 d J −1 =
d JJ −1
+1
+1
J −1
d JJ −1
· d JJ −1

n Γ ( y ,t )

xJ

x J +1

In fact, the regularization process presented here needs to
be repeated at each time step until the following criterion is
satisfied:

x J −1

Fig. 6 Schematic of defining the normal vector when the lengths of
line segment are irregular

NK

J =1

to be implemented. When simulating solidification problems
such as freezing or dendritic growth process that involves the
physics of decreasing curvature radius, the numerical scheme
should be further facilitated with an additional technique for
merging, creating and deleting of the interfacial segments.
As the simulation step proceeds, the shape of the moving
interface is likely to be jagged or saw-toothed shape that possibly causes numerical difficulties. To handle this complex
geometry, we used a regularization technique. The key idea
of the regularization is to maintain the area of the triangle
made by the saw-toothed geometry. Since the normal speeds
at the segment points are not the same, the difference that
deviates from its acceptable tolerance might excessively distort the shape of the segmented interface. Furthermore, the
distortion is a sort of local phenomenon and is easy to grow.
As shown in Fig. 7, as a remedy for this, we move the apex
of the distorted triangle to the middle of the two adjacent
points at every time step. During this regularization process,
the previous apex x J is moved to the new position so as to
adjust the lengths of adjacent segment equally as following
x

J

= xJ + d

(42)

where d is written as
d=

+1
d JJ −1

2

− Projd J +1 d JJ −1

(43)

J −1

xJ

x′J

d

h
x J +1

1

x J2

Fig. 7 Schematic of the interfacial point regularization

x J −1

"
"x

"


− xJ "
≤ ξ 10−2 −10−3
x J +1 − x J −1
J

(45)

where N K is the number of the segmental points along ,
and ξ is the characteristic length; in this study, we used the
nodal spacing of the model. By doing so, the lengths of line
segments are normalized to some extent and the geometric
topology of the moving boundary with a very small radius of
curvature is effectively treated. This regularization technique
might be crucial for the dendritic solidification problem that
involves a physics getting more complex according to the
elapse of time. In the numerical experiments, t is chosen
to be approximately 50–100 times larger than that of critical
time step for the explicit time integration although the choice
of t is not limited in the stability sense due to the use of the
implicit time integration.

4.3 Discretization of the governing equations for the Stefan
problem
In this study, the Stefan problem is solved by a complete
node-wise scheme. The problem domain is discretized with
arbitrarily distributed nodes (inside and the boundary of the
domain) and points (on the moving interface). Note that
we assign the points along the interface discretization and
any special alignment between the nodes and the points is
not required. After the strong forms of the governing equations are prepared, the corresponding difference equations
are constructed at all nodes and interfacial points. Note that
additional difference equations are set up along the interfacial points to get the normal speed of moving interface. The
assemblage of these difference equations for the interior and
boundary nodes and the interfacial points generates a total
system of equations, and both nodal temperature and speed
of moving boundary can be obtained at the same time by
solving the algebraic system. The system is sparse but not
symmetric. Also, solution procedure of the system is linear
even though it involves the update algorithm for the moving boundary. This is a quite different feature from those of
the conventional numerical schemes for the Stefan problem;
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usually, an iterative solution procedure is required since there
exists an interaction between the energy conservation equation and the interfacial update algorithm. Exemption of the
iterative procedure dramatically elevates the efficiency and
convenience of the numerical scheme.
The differential forms of governing equations are constructed so that the extended particle derivative approximation provides the derivative approximations up to the order
of consistency. The extended particle derivative approximation can interpolate the solution at an arbitrary position in
the model while the FDM does not have the approximation
function. One of the crucial features of the method is that this
method does not use any predefined interpolant such as the
finite element shape function which is fixed to the mesh structure; this method constructs its interpolant at the position of
interest whenever needed during the computation.
In this study, the implicit time integration scheme is
adopted [43,51] and the energy conservation equation is discretized as follows
 n+1


− un
u
= (1 − θ ) ∇ h · κ∇ h u n
ρc
t


(46)
+ θ ∇ h · κ∇ h u n+1 + f n+1
where ∇ h denotes the discrete gradient operator and the
superscript indicates the time step. When θ = 1 is used,
the integration scheme will be the backward Euler scheme;
when θ = 1/2 is used, it will be called the Crank–Nicolson
scheme. Here, the backward Euler scheme is adopted. Then
Eq. (46) can be rewritten as


ρc n
− ∇ h · κ∇ h u n+1 =
u + f n+1 .
t
t

 ρc

(47)

For the interior node x K belonging to the regular region, i.e.
x K ∈  R , the difference equation for the energy conservation
equation takes the form
N


expressed as

F  (x K , t) =

I =1

(50)
For the interior node belonging to the singular region, i.e.
x K ∈  S , the difference equation is obtained by the extended
particle derivative approximation as following
N


n+1
L
(x K , t) +
I (x K )u I

I =1

I =1

(48)
where u n+1
(x K , t) is the unknown for nodal temperature
I
and the discrete differential operator L 
I (x) for the energy
conservation equation is written by
L
I (x) =



ρc [(0,0)]
[(2,0)]
[(0,2)]
I
(x) − κ  I
(x) +  I
(x)
t
(49)

where the thermal conductivity κ is assumed to be constant.
The generalized force at the right hand side of Eq. (48) is
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2


n+1
Q
J (x K , t) v J (t)

J =1


= F (x K , t) on x K ∈  S

(51)

where v n+1
J (t) is the unknown for the normal speed of moving
interface. The discrete differential operator Q 
J (x, t) involving the normal speed of moving boundary is given by

L N Jn (x )  ρc [(0,0)]
Q
t)
=
(x,
(x, t)
J
2κ
2
t n+1


[(2,0)]
[(0,2)]
−κ
(52)
n+1 (x, t) + n+1 (x, t)
[α]
where the n+1
(x, t) denotes the generalized singular shape
function at the time step n + 1 and x is the projection point
of x onto the segmented interface. The generalized force


F (x, t) for the singular region is written as
 N

ρc  [(0,0)]
I
(x)u nI (x, t)
F (x, t) =
t
I =1


 2
L  n
n
[(0,0)]
+
N J (x ) v J (t)
(x, t)
n
2κ
J =1

+f

n+1

(x, t).

(53)

In Eq. (51), it is noted that all the components of Q 
J (x K , t)


n+1
L
(x K , t) = F  (x K , t) on x K ∈  R
I (x K )u I

N
ρc  [(0,0)]
I
(x K )u nI (x K , t) + f n+1 (x K , t).
t

and F (x K , t) are known at the current step n + 1.
The second order derivatives of the wedge function naturally disappear. The kinetics and singularity are effectively
treated in this process. This process is quite different from
that of the IBM where the jump term is approximated by the
discrete version of the Dirac’s delta function. Also, recall that
the IIM manipulated the truncation error of Taylor series for
geometrical discretization of the interfacial boundary involving an additional ordinary differential equation like the level
set equation. However, the EPDM successfully handles the
interfacial kinetics and singularity in the framework of nodewise scheme without the Dirac’s delta function or the level
set equation; this method provides complete discrete versions of governing equations regardless of the existence of
the moving boundary.
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When assuming the domain of influence of natural and
essential boundary nodes do not touch the moving boundary,
the natural boundary condition given in Eq. (4) is discretized
by
N


n+1
L ∂
(x K , t) = q̄ (x K , t) on x K ∈ ∂q
I (x K ) u I

I =1

(54)
where q̄ (x, t) denotes the prescribed heat flux and the differential operator for this heat flux boundary is written as




[(1,0)]
[(0,1)]
L ∂
(x) + n 2  I
(x) .
I (x) = −κ n 1  I

I I (x K ) u n+1
(x K , t) = ū (x K , t)
I

(56)

I =1

where ū (x, t) denotes the prescribed temperature. The identity operator is simply given by
[(0,0)]

I I (x) =  I

(x)

(57)

which involves the zero-th order of the generalized shape
function. The above difference equation for the essential
boundary condition is directly included in the total system
as in the meshfree point collocation method [38,45]; this
method does not require any constraint formulation such as
the Lagrange multiplier method and penalty method unlike
the conventional particle methods that solves the weak form
of the governing equation.
In Eqs. (5)–(6), one condition for the fusion boundary
kinetics is automatically satisfied because the kinetic relation is already immersed in the extended particle derivative
approximation equations; in fact, this immersion exempts the
introduction of the level set method. However, the other condition is required to be satisfied to determine the additional
unknown concerning the normal speed of moving boundary.
For this purpose, the following difference equation is generated at every segmented interfacial point:
N


⎛

L
⎝ I∂
I

⎞
Q  n+1
u
0 ⎠
n+1
v
Q

⎛

⎞
F
= ⎝u ⎠
uf

(60)

(55)

The essential boundary condition given in Eq. (3) is expressed
as
N


where [(0,0)] (x, t) is the zero-th order generalized singular
shape function. Note that no summation over the subscript
J in Eq. (58); the difference equation is set up at each segmented point, requiring no interpolant.
All of the difference equations for the corresponding
strong forms are assembled to generate the algebraic linear
system of equations. When the heat flux boundary is assumed
to be absent, the total system takes the form of

In Eq. (60), L and Q are the assemblage of L 
I (x K ) and
,
t),
respectively;
i.e.
for
the
regular
region,
Eq. (48)
Q
(x
K
J
,
t)
=
0)
while
for
the sinenters into the system (Q 
(x
K
J
gular region, Eq. (51) does [see Eqs. (49) and (52)]. F
denotes the assemblage of F  (x K , t) for the regular region


and F (x K , t) for the singular region [see Eqs. (refeq50)
and (53)] I∂ is the assemblage of I I (x K ) given in Eq. (57).
Actually, I is equivalent to I∂ since its component takes
the same form with I I (x K ) but in this case, x K is placed at
segmental point. Q is the assemblage of Q  (x J , t) given in
Eq. (59). For example, I ·un+1 +Q ·vn+1 = ū f straightforwardly represents Eq. (58). ū is the assemblage of ū (x K , t)
and ū f is the assemblage of ū f (x J , t). un+1 and vn+1 are
the assemblages of u n+1
(x K , t) and v n+1
(t), respectively.
I
J
Moreover, one can easily notice that the second row of the
Eq. (60), i.e. I∂ · un+1 = u, directly indicates the collection
of Eq. (56) while the third row stands for the collection of
Eq. (58).
The linear system of equations shown in Eq. (60) has the
same numbers of unknowns and difference equations. The
size of the system is (N T + N ) × (N T + N ) where N T
indicates the total number of nodes and N is the total number of interfacial segmental points. In Eq. (60), the difference
equations could be assembled according to the ordering of
interior nodes, boundary nodes and interfacial points, respectively. However, in practice, it is natural to follow the node
numbering sequence for convenience since there is no limitation in ordering the difference equations from the viewpoint
of accuracy or efficiency.

I I (x J )u n+1
(x J , t) + Q  (x J , t) v n+1
I
J (t)

I =1

= ū f (x J , t) on x J ∈ 

(58)

where the identity operator is the same as in Eq. (57) and the
discrete differential operator Q  (x, t) for the normal speed
is given by
Q  (x, t) =



L
2κ

[(0,0)]
n+1 (x, t)

N Jn (x )

(59)

5 Numerical examples
5.1 Phase transformation (melting) of an initially frozen ice
slab
In this section, we considered a melting of initially frozen two
dimensional ice slab as shown in Fig. 8. The initial temperature of the entire domain is the freezing (or melting) temper-
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Insulated

u ( x , t = 0) = u f

Solid phase

Insulated
L

(a)
Insulated

u ( x = 0, t > 0) = 1.0

Interface
moving direction

Liquid phase

Solid phase

u ( x = L, t > 0) = u f

nΓ
Insulated

L

(b)
Fig. 8 Problem setup for two dimensional ice melting problem: a initially frozen water, i.e. ice, and b after applying heat at the x = 0, the ice starts
to melt toward the right edge

ature ū f , and the top and bottom edges are insulated. After
the initial time, the temperature on the left edge is increased
to a constant temperature ū which is higher than ū f so that
the initially frozen ice slab starts to melt from the left edge
toward the right edge. For the computations, we assumed
that c, κ and ρ are constant over the domain, and α = 0.2
and ū (x = 0, t > 0) = 1.0. The closed form solutions of the
temperature field and the position of the moving interface,
i.e. fusion (or melting) boundary, are given by the similarity
method


x
er f 2√
t
(61)
u (x, t) = 1 −
er f (λ)
√
s (t) = 2λ t
(62)

E L2

# #
u nu − u ex L 2 ddt
= t # #
ex 2 ddt
L
t  u

where u nu and u ex denote the numerical and exact solutions,
respectively. For the case of the gradient solution, the above
definition is identically adopted. Figure 9 shows the time
history of the positions of the moving interface between the
solid and liquid phases in comparison to the closed form solution. For computation, a numerical model that is discretized
with evenly spaced 320 nodes is used. The numerical solution shows a good agreement with the closed form solution.
The surface plots of the transient solutions for the temperature and gradient are given in Fig. 10. It is clearly shown

where er f (·) is the error function and λ is the solution of the
following transcendental equation
 
π λ exp λ2 er f (λ) = α

0.6

(63)

Note that the provided closed form solution is obtained from
the one dimensional problem. The FDM analysis results for
the one dimensional Stefan problem can be found in Caldwell
and Kwan [46] and Javierre [47].
As a preliminary test of the accuracy of the EPDM, one
dimensional simulation is initially carried out. Since the solution of the Stefan problem evolves in both space and time, it
is necessary to define a unified error measurement that can
measure errors in time and space within the same framework.
In order to evaluate the convergence rate, the following error
measure is defined
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Fig. 9 Time history of the interface position compared to the exact
solution as denoted by the blue line. (Color figure online)
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Fig. 10 Surface plot of the
transient solutions for:
a temperature and b gradient
obtained by one dimensional
model with evenly spaced 320
nodes
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that the fusion boundary moves in accordance with the trace
of a square root function and both the wedge in temperature field and the discontinuity in gradient field are sharply
captured without smearing. As time advances, the strengths
of the wedge and discontinuity decay. Figure 11 shows the
time histories of the relative error of the temperature and
gradient fields modeled with 41, 81, and 161 nodes. Magnitudes of the errors diminish, converging to certain levels as
time evolves; i.e. this method is stable and reliable. Figure 12
presents the convergence rates for the relative L 2 error for
the temperature and gradient where the relative errors were
calculated by taking the area below the trajectory curves of
Fig. 11. The convergence plot shows that the EPDM cannot achieve the optimal second order accuracy; the slope
is slightly less than that of the second order scheme. This

slight deficiency in the convergence rate may be attributed
to the wedge modeling. In the extended particle derivative
approximation, the wedge part is approximated by a linear
wedge basis function while the continuous part is approximated by the quadratic polynomial basis. This combination
is important in terms of computational efficiency. Although
accuracy order of wedge modeling can be elevated by adding
the higher order wedge basis function, it inevitably brings
extra unknowns in the system and the relevant extra equations should be constructed. For the sake of computational
efficiency, enriching the extended particle derivative approximation with additional higher order wedge function does not
seem to be recommendable. In addition, the use of implicit
time integration scheme for the energy conservation equation can be another deficiency factor. As given in Eq. (64),
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Fig. 12 Convergence rates of the EPDM for the temperature (u) and
gradient ( ddux )

Fig. 11 Time histories of the relative L 2 errors obtained from the one
dimensional computation: a time histories of the relative errors in the
temperature, b time histories of the relative errors in the temperature
gradient

the error measure spans time as well as space so that the
second order scheme such as the Crank–Nicolson scheme
may improve the accuracy of the discretization of governing equation. However, it is still a noteworthy achievement
because the solution of the Stefan problem contains the singular behavior.
For the time integration of the energy balance equation
with the backward Euler scheme, the stability of the solution
could be inherently achieved. However, the accuracy of the
solution still needs to be acquired by choosing adequate size
of the time increment. In the simulation, time step size t
was chosen to be about 50–100 times of the critical value that
is given in the forward Euler scheme
t = γ tcrit = γ

( h)2
2κ

(65)

where h is the minimum nodal spacing and γ approximately ranges from 50 to 100. tcrit is the critical value
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based on the Lax Equivalent Theorem [48]; the critical value
( h)2
is often called the CFL condition for the parabolic
2κ
PDE. Here, ht can be regarded as the speed of numerical scheme while κh is thought of as the diffusion speed.
On the basis of this consideration, it is possible to make
a conjecture regarding the choice of the time step size as
following; the speed of the numerical scheme is required
to be faster than the diffusion speed to catch up the melting physics process. This could be a necessary condition
to get the stable numerical solution. However, compared to
the forward Euler scheme, a much larger time step size was
still used in the computation owing to the backward Euler
scheme.
Now, simulations based on the two dimensional model
are conducted for the same problem. 400 steps of simulation are performed for the 400-node (= 40 × 10) model
where t = 0.0037 s is used, which is much larger than the
critical time step of the explicit time integration scheme. In
Fig. 13, the two dimensional computation result for the moving boundary positions is compared with both the analytic
solution and one dimensional computation result; it is shown
that the two dimensional result better matches the analytic
solution than one dimensional result. As time step marches,
the normal speed increases but the rate of increase tends to
decrease fitting in a square root function trajectory. Figure 14
presents trajectories of the moving boundary taken at every
0.074 s for the 400-node model. The straight line made by
the segmental points that expresses the geometry of moving boundary is tightly preserved; also, it is perpendicular
to the Neumann (insulated) boundaries of the top and bottom. Figures 15a, b show that the temperature and gradient
fields at 1.2 s along with the computed layout of the moving
boundary; the location of the fusion boundary is marked in
Fig. 15.
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Fig. 13 Comparison of time histories of the interface positions
obtained by one dimensional computation (denoted by the black circle) and two dimensional computation (denoted by the red cross); the
computation results are compared to the exact solution denoted by the
black line . (Color figure online)
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Fig. 15 Surface plot of the temperature and gradient with the layout
of moving boundary (denoted by green circles) at 1.2 s for 400-node
model. a Temperature distribution, b x-directional temperature gradient.
(Color figure online)
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Fig. 14 Trajectories of interface position with respect to constant time
interval (the interfacial segmented points are taken at every 0.074 s)

5.2 Phase transformation (melting) of an ice cylinder with
circular interfacial geometry
In this example, we considered a cylinder melting problem. Since there is no pre-reported analytical solution for
this problem, computation results will be compared with the
results obtained from the one dimensional computation. In
the simulation, the Dirichlet condition outside the cylinder is
assumed to be ū = 1.0. The Stefan number is assumed to be
same as the previous example. 528 and 2208 node models are
discretized with 50 and 100 segmental points, respectively;
the used time step sizes are 0.0368 and 0.0337 s, respectively.
Figure 16 compares the time histories of the radius changes
of the melting cylinder; the radius of cylinder was calculated
by averaging the radii computed at all the segmental points.
Two dimensional results are compared with one dimensional
results obtained by 41- and 81 node models and time histories
for all cases are quite identical.

Fig. 16 Comparison of time histories of the cylinder radii obtained by
two dimensional computations (denoted by the black circles and red
triangles) and one dimensional computations (denoted by the purple
crosses and blue crosses). (Color figure online)

Temperature distribution for 528 node model at 1.65 s is
presented in Fig. 17. Surface plots of x and y components
of the temperature gradient field are also shown in Fig. 18a,
b, respectively. Neither oscillation nor smearing is observed
in capturing the wedge in the temperature field and jump in
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Fig. 17 Surface plot of the temperature taken at 50th steps of the simulation based on 528-node model where the forming of wedge along
the circular fusion boundary is clearly seen
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Fig. 19 Traces of topology change in interfacial geometry configuration with respect to constant time interval (0.184 s) based on 528-node
model

the gradient field. Figure 19 shows the traces of topology
change in interfacial geometry configuration. They are taken
at constant time interval of 0.184 s, and as time advances, the
melting speed slows down. It is clearly that the EPDM solves
the cylinder melting problem accurately and stably. Also, the
regularization technique proposed in this study works quite
well. The original shape of the cylinder is successfully preserved without any distortion or abnormality. If the normal
speed is not correctly calculated at each segmental point, the
numerical error in the speed calculation is prone to grow
abnormally and to severely distort the shape of cylinder; as
a result, the accumulated error interrupts the adequate determination of normal vector and the topology change cannot
be tracked correctly as well.
5.3 Phase transformation (melting) of an ice cylinder with
complex interfacial geometry

Fig. 18 Surface plots of the temperature gradients taken at 50th step
of the simulation based on 528-node model where the forming of jump
along the circular fusion boundary is clearly seen
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A melting problem with more complex interfacial geometry
is considered to further test the method. The melting process
of the star shape plate initially having five branches is simulated. As shown in Fig. 20, 1600 nodes (= 40 × 40) are
regularly distributed in a square computational domain and
80 segmental points are used to discretize the melting interface. Various parameters for the analysis are assumed to be
the same with the previous example. Since the shape of interface is not convex, there is a high chance of yielding irregular
melting speed along the segmental points. The accurate determination of curvature and the normal vector are easy to be
disrupted and the uneven pattern of fusion boundary formation may result in deviating from its most probable pattern.
Further, the entangled segmental points preclude the advance
of computational simulation.
The trajectories of fusion boundary movement with
respect to constant time interval are given in Fig. 21; more
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verified through the comparison with the closed-form solution since there is no known closed-form solution, it is a sort
of quite expectable physics and agrees well with a general
prediction.
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Fig. 20 Numerical model for a star shape inclusion on a plate (regular
40 × 40 nodes arrangement with 80 interfacial segmented points)
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Fig. 21 Trajectories of topology change in interfacial geometry configuration with respect to constant time interval (0.0375 s) based on for
1600-node model

specifically, they are taken at every 0.05 s During the computation, the interfacial geometry can fluctuate severely,
depending on the difference in the normal speeds of segmental points; the convex part tends to quickly melt down while
the concave part melts down in relatively slower speed. It is
noticed from the simulation result that the difference in normal speeds of the convex and concave parts decreases as time
step progresses, which is analogous to the physics of melting
process; actually, the regularization of interfacial geometry
effectively circumvents the numerical difficulty that results
from the normal speed difference. Eventually, the star shaped
plate gradually turns to a rounded square plate looking almost
a circle due to the boundary effect of the square computational domain; it is easily expected to melt away eventually.
Although the computational result cannot be quantitatively

In this paper, the EPDM for moving boundary problems is
presented. The EPDM is based on solving strong form of the
governing equations with the particle derivative approximation. The particle derivative approximation is derived from
the multivariable Taylor theorem that is expanded by the
moving least squares method. One of the notable features of
the method is that unlike the conventional weak from-based
meshfree methods, the EPDM could dramatically increase
computational efficiency by avoiding numerical integration
of the weak form while the method provide continuous solution fields over the entire domain.
As a typical example of moving boundary problems, we
considered ice melting problems. The governing equation,
i.e. the energy conservation equation, is discretized with
the implicit time integration scheme, and the evolution of
weak discontinuity, i.e. the normal derivative jump, was preinserted into the particle derivative approximation to model
the evolution of fusion boundary during the phase transformation process. This pre-inserted weak discontinuity is further related with the normal speed of moving boundary in
terms of the interfacial kinetic relation. In this approach, the
normal speed is an additional unknown to be found by solving the final system of equations, and thus, the evolution
of moving boundary geometry is also generically immesed
into the overall solution procedure; this is the very unique
feature of the EPDM that makes the method versatile compared to the other methods that requires to employ additional
boundary tracking scheme such as the level set method. The
topology change in interfacial geometry has been successfully tracked even in the problem with a complex shape of
fusion boundary. During each simulation step, the normal
vector having a decisive effect on the curvature of fusion
boundary was accurately determined and the regularization
of interfacial geometry effectively treats the discrepancy in
normal speeds of the segmental points. Also, the inherent
singular behavior of the PDE solution was captured quite
well. As a result, it should be pointed out that the EPDM can
generate the accurate numerical solutions to various moving
boundary problems; it is anticipated that the EPDM could be
used for the dendritic solidification problem where the phase
transformation involves more complex topological change
as time elapses. Furthermore, the EPDM is expected to be
readily applied to more various forms of Stefan-like problems including the fluid-solid or fluid-fluid interaction and
dynamic crack propagation in a solid media.
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